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Sex is sort of losing its appeal. Death is sexier these days, at least that's the impression I get from Ann Coulter, who makes a living calling for the "killing of Liberals" and repressing the free ...
Death Is Sexier Than Sex (to Ann Coulter)
In 1846, after decades of haggling, American and British diplomats finally agreed on a border between the U.S. Northwest and what would later become Canada.
A US town marooned at the tip of a Canadian peninsula
In the chilling recording, Bashim, who was found guilty in a Saudi Sharia court of sexually abusing and murdering her seven-year-old step-daughter, is heard protesting her innocence until the very end ...
Saudi Arabia Beheads 10th 'Criminal' in 15 Days
Rhode Island mother Nicole Solas is taking action against her daughter’s school district for refusing to share information on race theory-based curriculum. Solas joined "Tucker Carlson Tonight ...
Mom fights anti-White training in daughter’s kindergarten class: ‘They reduce everything down’ to skin color
A TikTok user who claimed she’d match with actor Matthew Perry on the dating app Raya says she’s now getting blamed for his engagement ending. Perry and Molly Hurwitz recently called off their ...
Matthew Perry: TikTok user Kate Haralson claims she’s being ‘blamed’ after Friends star ends engagement
Ulaner GA, Carrasquillo JA, Riedl CC, Yeh R, Hatzoglou V, Ross DS, Jhaveri K, Chandarlapaty S, Hyman DM, Zeglis BM, Lyashchenko SK, Lewis JS. (2020). Identification of HER2-Positive Metastases in ...
Sarat Chandarlapaty: Publications
When it comes to social media impact, President Donald Trump was the undisputed king of the world. At his peak, Trump's accounts had more than 88.8 million followers on Twitter and 32.8 million ...
The 20 Most Influential Trump Supporters to Survive Social Media's Capitol Riot Crackdown
It was a good enough conceit for Marla Frazee's original children's book; toddlers can indeed be tyrants ... high-achieving daughter, Tabitha (Ariana Greenblatt), and infant Tina (Amy Sedaris).
Review: Time to put 'Boss Baby' in the corner?
Started 12 games as a rookie and logged 47 tackles and two passes defensed. Became the first LSU player since Craig Steltz in 2007 to lead the SEC in interceptions after recording six in 2017.
Greedy Williams
As for NR’s Cancel Culture webathon, which ends on Monday upcoming, with a goal of $350,000, now about $40,000 in the distance, please consider giving, and if it takes a video of Your Humble and ...
The Weekend Jolt
Calling on MPs to back the Government's proposal to use "all means necessary" to disarm Iraq in tomorrow's debate, Mr Straw said giving more time to inspectors "can only bring comfort to tyrants ...
France to blame for failure of UN, says Straw
Morgan Kahmann set up GiveSendGo fundraiser after being fired from Facebook He appeared on Tucker Carlson Tonight in ... up their freedoms to the 'tech tyrants'. Posting an update on the page ...
Whistleblower sacked by Facebook after exposing censorship receives $500k in crowdfunded donations
Hugh Jackman has teased a return to the role of X-Men’s Wolverine in a series of cryptic Instagram posts. The Australian actor previously played the mutant in nine films across the X-Men franchise, ...
Hugh Jackman ‘teases Wolverine return’ with cryptic Instagram posts
This advertisement has not loaded yet, but your article continues below. Let me offer the briefest of tips to help you through another period of misery and anxiety Speaking as an Anglo-Quebecer ...
Opinion, Editorials, Columns and Analysis | National Post
A French tattoo artist has become the world’s first person to use a prosthetic tattoo gun arm. JC Sheitan Tenet lost his right arm below the elbow when he was 10 years old. Now, decades later, he’s a ...
Man becomes first person ever to use prosthetic tattoo gun arm
Anthony Miranda over at prestige auto mart was honest. He was also very calm. Cheers to prestige and thank you for helping me get into my new Toyota Tacoma ! My 2008 Scion xb has been an ...
Used Scion xB for sale in Plymouth, MA
I bought my car there and have had it serviced for the last 10 years, confident that every thing will be taken care of at a reasonable price. Used Brian Taylor is an incredible salesman..
Used Toyota RAV4 for sale in Sarasota, FL
Ahn T, Sandford J, Shea P. 2014. A Note on Bubbles, Worthless Assets, and the Curious Case of General Motors. Macroeconomic Dynamics 18(1):244-254. Austin RN, Kenney GE, Rosenzweig AC. 2014.
Bates College Publications
A screen shows Chinese President Xi Jinping during a show commemorating the 100th anniversary of the founding of the Communist Party of China at the National Stadium in Beijing, China, June 28 ...
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